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Abstract. Gossip-based peer sampling protocols have been widely used as a
building block for many large-scale distributed applications. However, Network
Address Translation gateways (NATs) cause most existing gossiping protocols to
break down, as nodes cannot establish direct connections to nodes behind NATs
(private nodes). In addition, most of the existing NAT traversal algorithms for
establishing connectivity to private nodes rely on third party servers running at a
well-known, public IP addresses. In this paper, we present Gozar, a gossip-based
peer sampling service that: (i) provides uniform random samples in the presence
of NATs, and (ii) enables direct connectivity to sampled nodes using a fully distributed NAT traversal service, where connection messages require only a single
hop to connect to private nodes. We show in simulation that Gozar preserves the
randomness properties of a gossip-based peer sampling service. We show the robustness of Gozar when a large fraction of nodes reside behind NATs and also in
catastrophic failure scenarios. For example, if 80% of nodes are behind NATs, and
80% of the nodes fail, more than 92% of the remaining nodes stay connected. In
addition, we compare Gozar with existing NAT-friendly gossip-based peer sampling services, Nylon and ARRG. We show that Gozar is the only system that
supports one-hop NAT traversal, and its overhead is roughly half of Nylon’s.

1 Introduction
Peer sampling services have been widely used in large scale distributed applications,
such as information dissemination [7], aggregation [17], and overlay topology management [14, 28]. A peer sampling service (PSS) periodically provides a node with a
uniform random sample of live nodes from all nodes in the system, where the sample
size is typically much smaller than the system size [15]. The sampled nodes are stored in
a partial view that consists of a set of node descriptors, which are updated periodically
by the PSS.
Gossiping algorithms are the most common approach to implementing a PSS [29,
9, 16]. Gossip-based PSS’ can ensure that node descriptors are distributed uniformly at
random over all partial views [18]. However, in the Internet, where a high percentage
of nodes are behind NATs, these traditional gossip-based PSS’ become biased. Nodes
cannot establish direct connections to nodes behind NATs (private nodes), and private
nodes become under-represented in partial views, while nodes that do support direct
connectivity, public nodes, become over-represented in partial views [19].
The ability to establish direct connectivity with private nodes, using NAT traversal
algorithms, has traditionally not been considered by gossip-based PSS’. However, as
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nodes are typically sampled from a PSS in order to connect to them, there are natural
benefits to including NAT traversal as part of a PSS. Nylon [19] was the first system to
present a distributed solution to NAT traversal that uses existing nodes in the PSS to help
in NAT traversal. Nylon uses nodes that have successfully established a connection to
a private node as partners who will both route messages to the private node (through its
NAT) and coordinate NAT hole punching algorithms [8, 19]. As node descriptors spread
in the system through gossiping, this creates routing table entries for paths that forward
packets to private nodes. However, long routing paths increase both network traffic at
intermediary nodes and the routing latency to private nodes. Also, routing paths become
fragile when nodes frequently join and leave the system (churn). Finally, hole punching
is slow and can take up to a few seconds over the Internet [27].
This paper introduces Gozar, a gossip-based peer sampling service that (i) provides
uniform random samples in the presence of NATs, and (ii) enables direct connectivity
to sampled nodes by providing a distributed NAT traversal service that requires only a
single intermediary hop to connect to a private node. Gozar uses public nodes as both
relay servers [13] (to forward messages to private nodes) and rendezvous servers [8] (to
establish direct connections with private nodes using hole punching algorithms).
Relaying and hole punching is enabled by private nodes finding public nodes who
will act as both relay and rendezvous partners for them. For load balancing and fairness, public nodes accept only a small bounded number of private nodes as partners.
When references to private nodes are gossiped in the PSS or sampled using the PSS,
they include the addresses of their partner nodes. A node, then, can use these partners to
either (i) gossip with a private node by relaying or (ii) establish a direct connection with
the private node by using the partner for hole punching. We favour relaying over hole
punching when gossiping with private nodes due to the low connection setup time compared to hole punching and also because the messages involved are small and introduce
negligible overhead to public nodes. However, the hole punching service can be used
by clients of the PSS to establish a direct connection with a sampled private node. NAT
hole punching is typically required by applications such as video-on-demand [2] and
live streaming [22, 23], where relaying would introduce too much overhead on public
nodes.
A private node may have several redundant partners. Although redundancy introduces some extra overhead on public nodes, it also reduces latency when performing
NAT traversal, as parallel connection requests can be sent to several partners, with the
end-to-end connection latency being the fastest of the partners to complete NAT traversal. In this way, a more reliable NAT traversal service can be built over more unreliable
connection latencies, such as those widely seen on the Internet.
We evaluate Gozar in simulation and show how its PSS maintains its randomness
property even in networks containing large fractions of NATs. We validate its behaviour
through comparison with the widely used Cyclon protocol [29] (which does not support
networks containing NATs). We also compare the performance of Gozar with the only
other NAT-friendly PSS’ we found in the literature, Nylon [19] and ARRG [4], and
show how Gozar has less protocol overhead compared to Nylon and ARRG, and is the
only NAT-friendly peer sampling system that supports one hop NAT traversal.
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Related work

Dan Kegel explored STUN [26] as a UDP hole punching solution for NAT traversal, and
Guha et al. extended it to TCP by introducing STUNT [10]. However, studies [8, 10]
show that NAT hole punching fails 10-15% of the time for UDP and 30-40% of the time
for TCP traffic. TURN [13] was an alternative solution for NAT traversal using relay
nodes that works for all nodes that can establish an outbound connection. Interactive
connectivity establishment (ICE) [25] has been introduced as a more general technique
for NAT traversal for media streams that makes use of both STUN [26] and TURN [13].
All these techniques rely on third party servers running at well-known addresses.
Kermarrec et al. introduce in Nylon [19] a distributed NAT traversal technique that
uses all existing nodes in the system (both private and public nodes) as rendezvous
servers (RVPs). In Nylon, two nodes become the RVP of each other whenever they
exchange their views. Later, if a node selects a private node for gossip exchange, it
opens a direct connection to the private node using a chain of RVPs for hole punching.
The chains of RVPs in Nylon are unbounded in length, making Nylon fragile in dynamic
networks, and increasing traffic at intermediary nodes.
ARRG [4] supports gossip-based peer sampling in the presence of NATs without
an explicit solution for traversing NATs. In ARRG, each node maintains an open list
of nodes with whom it has had a successful gossip exchange in the past. When a node
view exchange fails, it selects a different node from this open list. The open list, however, biases the PSS, since the nodes in the open list are selected more frequently for
gossiping.
Renesse et. al [20] present an approach to fairly distribute relay traffic over public
nodes in a NAT-friendly gossiping system. In their system, which is not a PSS, each
node accepts exchange requests as much as it initiates view exchanges. Similar to Nylon, they use chains of nodes as relay servers.
In [5], D’Acunto et. al introduce an analytical model to show the impact of NATs on
P2P swarming systems, and in [21] Liu and Pan analyse the performance of bittorrentlike systems in private networks. They show how the fraction of private nodes affects the
download speed and download time of a P2P file-sharing system. Moreover, authors in
[6] and [27] study the characteristics of existing NAT devices on the Internet, and show
the success rate, on the Internet, of NAT traversal algorithms for different NAT types.
In addition, the distribution of NAT rule timeouts for NAT devices on the Internet is
described in [6], and in [24] an algorithm is presented, based on binary search, to adapt
the time required to refresh NAT rules to prevent timeouts.
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Background

In gossip-based PSS’, protocol execution at each node is divided into periodic cycles
[18]. In each cycle, every node selects a node from its partial view to exchange a subset
of its partial view with the selected node. Both nodes subsequently update their partial
views using the received node descriptors. Implementations vary based on a number
of different policies in node selection (rand, tail), view exchange (push, push-pull) and
view selection (blind, heale, swapper) [18].
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In a PSS, the sampled nodes should follow a uniform random distribution. To ensure randomness of a partial view in an overlay network, the overlay constructed by a
peer sampling protocol should ensure that indegree distribution, average shortest path
and clustering coefficient, are close to a random network [18, 29]. Kermarrec et al. evaluated the impact of NATs on traditional gossip-based PSS’ in [19]. They showed that
the network becomes partitioned when the number of private nodes exceeds a certain
threshold. The larger the view size is, the higher the threshold for partitioning is. However, increasing the nodes’ view size increases the number of stale node descriptors in
views, which, in turn, biases the peer sampling.
There are two general techniques that are used to communicate with private nodes:
(i) hole punching [8, 12] can be used to establish direct connections that traverse the
private node’s NAT, and (ii) relaying [13] can be used to send a message to a private
node via a third party relay node that already has an established connection with the
private node. In general, hole punching is preferable when large amounts of traffic will
be sent between the two nodes and when slow connection setup times are not a problem.
Relaying is preferable when the connection setup time should be short (typically less
than one second) and small amounts of data will be sent over the connection.
In principle, existing PSS’ could be adapted to work over NATs. This can be done
by having all nodes run a protocol to identify their NAT type, such as STUN [26].
Then, nodes identified as private keep open a connection to a third party rendezvous
server. When a node wishes to gossip with a private node, it can request a connection to
the private node via the rendezvous server. The rendezvous server then executes a hole
punching technique to establish a direct connection between the two nodes. Aside from
the inherently centralized nature of this approach, other problems include the success
rate of NAT hole punching for UDP is only 85-90% [8, 10], and the time taken to establish a direct connection using hole punching protocols is high and has high variance
(averaging between 700ms and 1100ms on the open Internet for the company Peerialism within Sweden [27]). This high and unpredictable NAT traversal time of hole
punching is the main reason why Gozar uses relaying when gossiping.
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Problem description

The problem Gozar addresses is how to design a gossip-based NAT-friendly PSS that
also supports distributed NAT traversal using a system composed of both public and
private nodes. The challenge with gossiping is that it assumes a node can communicate
with any node selected from its partial view. To communicate with a private node, there
are three existing options:
1. Relay communications to the private node using a public relay node,
2. Use a NAT hole-punching algorithm to establish a direct connection to the private
node using a public rendezvous node,
3. Route the request to the private node using chains of existing open connections.
For the first two options, we assume that private nodes are assigned to different public
nodes that act as relay or rendezvous servers. This leads to the problem of discovering
which public nodes act as partners for the private nodes. A similar problem arises for
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the third option - if we are to route a request to a private node along a chain of open
connections, how do we maintain routing tables with entries for all reachable private
nodes. When designing a gossiping system, we have to decide on which option(s) to
support for communicating with private nodes. There are several factors to consider.
How much data will be sent over the connection? How long lived will the connection
be? How sensitive is the system to high and variable latencies in establishing connections? How fairly should the gossiping load be distributed over public versus private
nodes?
For large amounts of data traffic, the second option of hole-punching is the only
really viable option, if one is to preserve fairness. However, if a system is sensitive to
long connection establishment times, then hole-punching may not be suitable. If the
amount of data being sent is small, and fast connection setup times are important, then
relaying is considered an acceptable solution. If it is important to distribute load as fairly
as possible between public and private nodes, then option 3 is attractive. In existing
systems, it appears that Skype supports both options 1 and 2, and can considered to
have a solution to the fairness problem that, by virtue of its widespread adoption, can
be considered acceptable to their user community [3].

5

The Gozar protocol

Gozar is a NAT-friendly gossip-based peer sampling protocol with support for distributed NAT traversal. Our implementation of Gozar is based on the tail, push-pull
and swapper policies for node selection, view exchange and view selection, respectively [18] (although we also run experiments, ommitted here for brevity, showing that
Gozar also works with different policies introduced in [18]).
In Gozar, node descriptors are augmented with the node’s NAT type (private or
public) and the mapping, assignment and filtering policies determined for the NAT [27].
A STUN-like protocol is run on a bootstrap server when a node joins the system to
determine its NAT type and policies. We consider running STUN once at bootstrap time
acceptable, as, although some corporate NAT devices can change their NAT policies
dynamically, the vast majority of consumer NAT devices have a fixed NAT type and
fixed policies.
In Gozar, each private node connects to one or more public nodes, called partners.
Private nodes discover potential partners using the PSS, that is, private nodes select
public nodes from their partial view and send partnering requests to them. When a
private node successfully partners with a public node, it adds its partner address to
its own node descriptor. As node descriptors spread in the system through gossiping,
a node that subsequently selects the private node from its partial view communicates
with the private node using one of its partners as a relay server. Relaying enables faster
connection establishment than hole punching, allowing for shorter periodic cycles for
gossiping. Short gossiping cycles are necessary in dynamic networks, as they improve
convergence time, helping keep partial views updated in a timely manner.
However, for distributed applications that use a PSS, such as online gaming, video
streaming, and P2P file sharing, relaying is not acceptable due to the extra load on
public nodes. To support these applications, the private nodes’ partners also provide a
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rendezvous service to enable applications that sample nodes using the PSS to connect
to them using a hole punching algorithm (if hole punching is possible).
5.1 Partnering
Whenever a new node joins the system, it contacts the bootstrap server and asks for a
list of nodes from the system and also runs the modified STUN protocol to determine its
NAT type and policies. If the node is public, it can immediately add the returned nodes
to its partial view and start gossiping with the returned nodes. If the node is private,
it needs to find a partner before it can start gossiping. It selects m public nodes from
the returned nodes and sends each of them a partnering request. Public nodes only
partner a bounded number of private nodes to ensure the partnering load is balanced
over the public nodes. Therefore, if a public node cannot act as a partner, it returns a
NACK. The private node continues sending partnering requests to public nodes until
it finds a partner, upon which the private node can now start gossiping. Private nodes
proactively keep their connections to their partners open by sending ping messages
to them periodically. Authors in [6] showed that unused NAT mapping rules remain
valid for more than 120 seconds for 70% of connections. In our implementation, the
private nodes send the ping messages every 50 seconds to refresh a higher percentage
of mapping rules. Moreover, private nodes use the ping replies to detect the failure of
their partners. If a private node detects a failed partner, it restarts the partner discovery
process.
5.2

Peer sampling service

Each node in Gozar maintains a partial view of the nodes in the system. A node descriptor, stored in a partial view, contains the address of the node, NAT type, and the
addresses of the node’s partners, which are initially empty. When a node descriptor is
gossiped or sampled, other nodes learn about the node’s NAT type and any partners.
Later on, a node can gossip with a private node by relaying messages through the private node’s partners.
Each node p periodically executes algorithm 1 to exchange and update its view. The
algorithm shows that in each iteration, p first updates the age of all nodes in its view, and
then chooses a node to exchange its view with. After selecting a node q, p removes that
node from its view. Node p, then, selects a subset of random nodes from its view, and
appends to the subset its own node descriptor (the node, its NAT type, and its partners).
If the selected node q is a public node, then p sends the shuffle request message directly
to q, otherwise it sends the shuffle request as a relay message to one of q’s partners,
selected uniformly at random.
Algorithm 2 shows how a node p selects another node to exchange its view with.
Node p selects the oldest node in its view (the tail policy), which is either a public node,
or a private node that has at least one partner.
Algorithm 3 is triggered whenever a node receives a shuffle request message. Once
node q receives the shuffle request, it selects a random subset of node descriptors from
its view and sends the subset back to the requester node p. If p is a public node, q sends
the shuffle response back directly to it, otherwise it uses one of p’s partners to relay
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Algorithm 1 Shuffle view.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure ShuffleView hthisi
this.view.updateAge()
q ← SelectAN odeT oShuf f leW ith(this.view)
this.view.remove(q)
pV iew ← this.view.subset()
pV iew.add(p, p.natT ype, p.partners)
if q.natT ype is public then
Send Shuf f leRequest(pV iew, p) to q
else
qP artner ← random partner from q.partners
Send Relay(shuf f leRequest, pV iew, q) to qP artner
end if

. See algorithm 2
. a random subset from p’s view

end procedure

Algorithm 2 Select a node to shuffle with.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure SelectANodeToShuffleWith hthis.viewi
for all nodei in this.view do
if nodei .natT ype = public OR (nodei .natT ype = private AND nodei .partners 6= Ø) then
candidates ← nodei
end if
end for
q ← oldest node from candidates
Return q
end procedure

Algorithm 3 Handling the shuffle request.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

upon event hS HUFFLE R EQUEST | pV iew, pi from m
qV iew ← this.view.subset()
if p.natT ype is public then
Send Shuf f leResponse(qV iew, q) to p
else
pP artner ← random partner from p.partners
Send Relay(shuf f leResponse, qV iew, p) to pP artner
end if
U pdateV iew(qV iew, pV iew)

. m can be p or q.partner
. a random subset from q’s view

end event

Algorithm 4 Handling the shuffle response.
1:
2:
3:

upon event hS HUFFLE R ESPONSE | qV iew, qi from n
U pdateV iew(pV iew, qV iew)
end event

Algorithm 5 Updating the view.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure UpdateView hsentV iew, receivedV iewi
for all nodei in receivedV iew do
if this.view.contains(nodei ) then
this.view.updateAge(nodei )
else if this.view has free entries then
this.view.add(nodei )
else
nodej ← sentV iew.poll()
this.view.remove(nodej )
this.view.add(nodei )
end if
end for
end procedure

. n can be q or p.partner
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Algorithm 6 Handling the relay message.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

upon event hR ELAY | natT ype, view, yi from x
if natT ype is shuf f leRequest then
Send Shuf f leRequest(view, x) to y
else
Send Shuf f leResponse(view, x) to y
end if
end event

Algorithm 7 NAT Traversal to private nodes.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure SendData hq, datai
if q.natT ype is public then
Send data to q
else
RV P ← random partner from q.partners
. Determine hole punching algorithm for the combination of NAT types
hp ← hpAlgorithm(p.natT ype, q.natT ype)
. Start hole punching at RV P using the hole punching algorithm hp.
holeP unch(hp, p, q, RV P )
Send data to q
end if
end procedure

the response. Again, node q selects p’s relaying node uniformly at random from the list
of p’s partners. Finally, node q updates its view. A node updates its view whenever it
receives a shuffle response (algorithm 4).
Algorithm 5 shows how a node updates its view using the received list of node
descriptors. Node p merges the node descriptors received from q with its current view
by iterating through the received list, and adding the descriptors to its own view. If its
view is not full, it adds the node, and if a node descriptor to be merged already exists
in p’s view, p updates its age (if more recent). If the view is full, p replaces one of the
nodes it had sent to q with the node in received list (the swapper policy).
Algorithm 6 is triggered whenever a partner node receives a relay message from
another node. The node extracts the embedded message that can be a shuffle request or
shuffle response, and forwards it to the destination private node.
If a client of the PSS, node p, wants to establish a direct connection to a node q,
it uses algorithm 7 that implements the hole punching service. Algorithm 7 shows that
if q is a public node, then p sends data directly to q. Otherwise, p selects uniformly
at random one of q’s partners as a rendezvous node (RV P ), and determines the hole
punching algorithm (hp) using the combination of its own NAT type and q’s NAT type
RV P [27]. Then, p starts the hole punching process through the RV P [27]. After
successfully establishing a direct connection, node p sends data directly to q.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we compare in simulation the behavior of Gozar with Nylon [19] and
ARRG [4], the only two other NAT-friendly gossip-based PSS’ we found in the literature. In our experiments, we use Cyclon as a baseline for comparison, where Cyclon
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experiments are executed using only public nodes. Cyclon has shown in simulation that
it passes classical tests for randomness [29].
6.1

Experiment setup

We implemented Gozar, Cyclon, Nylon and ARRG on the Kompics platform [1]. Kompics provides a framework for building P2P protocols and a discrete event simulator for
simulating them using different bandwidth, latency and churn models. Our implementations of Cyclon, Nylon and ARRG are based on the system descriptions in [29], [19]
and [4], respectively. Nylon differs from Gozar in its node selection and view merging
policies: Gozar uses tail and swapper policies, while Nylon uses rand and healer policies [19]. For a cleaner comparison with the NAT-friendly features of Nylon, we use the
tail and swapper policies in our implementation of Nylon.
In our experimental setup, for all four systems, the size of a node’s partial view
is 10, and the size of subset of the partial view sent in each view exchange is 5. The
iteration period for view exchange is set to one second. Latencies between nodes are
modelled on Internet latencies, using a latency map based on the King data-set [11].
In all simulations, 1000 nodes join the system following a Poisson distribution with
an inter-arrival time of 10 milliseconds, and unless stated otherwise, 80% of nodes are
behind NATs. In Gozar, each private node has 3 public nodes as partners, and they keep
a connection to their partners open by sending ping messages every 50 seconds.
The experiment scenarios presented here are a comparison of the randomness of
Gozar with Cyclon, Nylon and ARRG; a comparison of the protocol overhead of Gozar
and Nylon for different percentages of private nodes, and finally, we evaluate the behaviour of Gozar in dynamic networks.
6.2

Randomness

Here, we compare the randomness of the PSS’ of Gozar with Nylon and ARRG. Cyclon is used as a baseline for true randomness. In the first experiment, we measure the
local randomness property [18] of these systems. Local randomness shows the number of times that each node in the system is returned by the PSS for each node in the
system. For a truly random PSS, we expect that the returned nodes follow a uniform
random distribution. In figure 1(a), we measure the local randomness of all nodes in
the system, after 250 cycles. For a uniform random distribution, the expected number
of selections for each node is 25. As we can see, Cyclon has an almost uniform random distribution, while Nylon’s distribution is slightly closer to uniform random than
Gozar’s distribution. ARRG, on the other hand, has a long-tailed distribution, where
there are a few nodes that are sampled many times (the public nodes stored in private nodes’ caches [4]). For Gozar, we can see two spikes: one representing the private
nodes, that is roughly four times higher than the other consisting of the public nodes.
This slight skew in the distribution results from the fact that public nodes are more
likely to be selected during the first few cycles when private nodes have no partners.
In addition to the local randomness property, we use the global randomness metrics, defined in [18], to capture important global correlations of the system as a whole.
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Fig. 1. Randomness properties.

The global randomness metrics are based on graph theoretical properties of the system,
including the indegree distribution, average path length and clustering coefficient.
Figure 1(b) shows the indegree distribution of nodes after 250 cycles (the out-degree
of all nodes is 10). In a uniformly random system, we expect that the indegree is distributed uniformly among all nodes. Cyclon shows this behaviour as the node indegree
is almost distributed uniformly among nodes. We can see the same distribution in Gozar
and Nylon - their indegree distributions are very close to Cyclon. Again, due to high
number of unsuccessful view exchanges in ARRG, we see that the node indegree is
highly skewed.
In figure 1(c), we compare the average path length of the three systems, with Cyclon
as a baseline. The path length for two nodes is measured as the minimum number of
hops between two nodes, and the average path length is the average of all path lengths
between all nodes in the system. Figure 1(c) also shows the average path length for the
system in different cycles. Here, we can see the average path length of Gozar and Nylon
track Cyclon very closely, but ARRG has higher average path length. As we can see,
in the first few cycles, the path length of Gozar is high but after passing 50 cycles (50
seconds), the path length decreases. That is because of the time that private nodes need
to find their partners and add them to their node descriptors.
Finally, we compare the clustering coefficient of the systems. The clustering coefficient of a node is the number of links between the neighbors of the node divided by
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all possible links. Figure 1(d) shows the evolution of the clustering coefficient of the
constructed overlay by each system. We can see that Gozar and Nylon almost have the
same clustering coefficient as Cyclon, while the value for ARRG is higher.
6.3

Protocol overhead

In this section, we compare the protocol overhead of Gozar and Nylon in different
settings, where the protocol overhead traffic is the extra messages required to route
messages through NATs. Protocol overhead traffic in Gozar consists of relay traffic and
partner management, while in Nylon it consists of routing traffic. Figure 2(a) shows
the protocol overhead when 80% of nodes are behind NAT. The Y1-axis shows the total overhead, and the Y2-axis shows the average overhead of each public and private
node. In this experiment, each private node in Gozar has three public nodes as partners, but only one partner is used to relay a message to a private node. Nylon, however,
routes messages through more than two intermediate nodes on average (see [19] for
comparable results). Figure 2(a) shows that after 250 cycles the relay traffic and partner management overhead in Gozar is 20000KB, while the routing traffic overhead in
Nylon is roughly 37000KB.
Now, we compare the protocol overhead for Gozar and Nylon for different percentages of private nodes. To show the overhead in adding more partners, we consider two
settings for Gozar: private nodes have one partner, and private nodes have three partners. In figure 2(b), we can see that when 80% of nodes are behind NAT, the protocol
overhead for all nodes in Nylon is around 150KBs after 250 cycles. The corresponding overhead in Gozar, when the private nodes have three and one partners, are around
70KBs and 40KBs, respectively. The main contributory difference between the protocol overhead in the two different partner settings is that shuffle request and shuffle response messages become larger for more partners, as all partners addresses are included
in private nodes’ descriptors. The increase in traffic is a function of the percentage of
private nodes (as only their descriptors include partner addresses), but is independent
of the size of the partial view.
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Fig. 3. Behaviour of the system after catastrophic failure.

6.4 Fairness and connectivity after catastrophic failure
We evaluate the behaviour of Gozar if high numbers of nodes leave the system or crash.
Our experiment models a catastrophic failure scenario: 20 cycles after 1000 nodes have
joined, 50% of nodes fail following a Poisson distribution with inter-arrival time of 10
milliseconds.
Our first failure experiment shows the level of fairness between public and private
nodes after the catastrophic failure. In figure 3(a), the Y1-axis shows the average traffic
on each public node and private node for different number of partners, and the Y2axis shows the average number of unsuccessful view exchanges for each node. Here,
80% of nodes are private nodes and we capture the results 80 cycles after 50% of the
nodes fail. As we can see in figure 3(a), the higher the number of partners the private
nodes have, the more overhead traffic generated, again, due to the increasing the size
of messages exchanged among nodes. The Y2-axis shows that when the private nodes
have only one partner, the average number of unsuccessful view exchanges is higher
than when the private nodes have more than one partner. If a private node has more than
one partner, then in case of failure of any of them, there are still other partners that can
be used to communicate with the private node. An interesting observation here is that
we cannot see a big decrease in the number of unsuccessful view exchanges when the
private nodes has more than two partners. This observation, however, is dependent on
our catastrophic failure model, and high churn rates might benefit more from more than
two partners.
Finally, we measure the size of biggest cluster after a catastrophic failure. Here, we
assume that each private node has three partners. Figure 3(b) shows the size of biggest
cluster for varying percentages of private nodes, when varying numbers of nodes fail.
We can see that Gozar is resilient to node failure. For example, in the case of 80%
private nodes, when 80% of the nodes fail, the biggest cluster still covers more than
92% of the nodes.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Gozar, a NAT-friendly gossip-based peer sampling service
that also provides a distributed NAT traversal service to clients of the PSS. Public nodes
are leveraged to provide both the relaying and hole punching services. Relaying is only
used for gossiping to private nodes, and is preferred to hole punching or routing through
existing open connections (as done in Nylon), as relaying has lower connection latency,
enabling a faster gossiping cycle, and the messages relayed are small, thus, adding only
low overhead to public nodes. Relaying and hole punching services provided by public
nodes are enabled by every private node partnering with a small number of (redundant)
public nodes and keeping a connection open to them. We extended node descriptors for
private nodes to include the addresses of their partners, so when a node wishes to send
a message to a private node (through relaying) or establish a direct connection with the
private node through hole punching, it sends a relay or connection message to one (or
more) of the private node’s partners.
We showed in simulation that Gozar preserves the randomness properties of a gossipbased peer sampling service. We also show that the protocol overhead in our system is
less than that of Nylon in different network settings and different percentages of private
nodes. We also showed that the extra overhead incurred by public nodes is acceptable.
Finally, we show that if 80% of the nodes are private, and when 50% of the nodes
suddenly fail, more than 92% of nodes stay connected.
In future work, we will integrate our existing P2P applications with Gozar, such as
our work on video streaming [22, 23], and evaluate their behaviour on the open Internet.
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